DEFRAUDING AMEHCA
Coalition of 30 ~overnmentayents (FBI. CIA. DEA, ON1 and
others) reveal 50 years of criminal and subversive activities that
have inflicted great harm upon Americans. Discover inner secrets
of the greatest fraud ever perpetrated upon a gullible public,
including 50 years of CIA drugging of America. Explains the
vast cover-ups and obstruction of justice by much of the media,
Congress, federal judges, Justice Department and other
government officials. Discover the secretsbehind TWA Flight
809 and Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie.
Book Reviews: Unclassified, the magazine of the Association of National
Security Alumni: "It is required readingfor anyone concerned with national security
system abuses. This is a moving book by a man of integrity deeply aflected by the
injustice, criminality, and suflering he has seen and personally experienced over the past
two decades."

UNFRTENDLY SKIES
Discover the arropance and corru~tionat a maior U.S. airline
and within the FAA and NTSB that caused and allowed to
occur a series of brutal air disasters. Discover the corruption
behind a series of bn~talU.S. airline crashes, including the
world's worst at that time, documented in hidden government
records and reported by federal inspectors. Protect yourself with
knowledge unknown to most airline pilots. These corrupt acts
threaten you whenever you fly, and could result in your death.
Become informed.
Book Reviews : American Library Association: "Unfriendly Skies is a
record of scandal, disaster and heartbreak that demands an accountingfrom the highest
levels of the industry and government."
Both books provide an unprecedented professional and insiders' understanding of the
bizarre world of corrupt government and the cover-up tactics that keeps the public
confused and ignorant. The present good times masks what lies ahead. No conspiracy
theories, just the facts, with heavy supporting documentation.

Defrauding America, just-realeased 1998 edition, hard cover, 753 pages, $28+$4 shipping.
Unfriendly Skies, third edition, 650 pages, $25+$4 shipping.
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